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WBU-IMCG Forum Review - Hosted by NAB
John Ball, Turner | WBU-IMCG Chair
The World Broadcasting Unions International Media Connectivity Group (WBU-IMCG) gathered in
Washington, DC on May 31 - June 1, 2017 for its
bi-annual forum. NAB hosted the event at their DC
headquarters for two days, covering timely and
important industry topics. Participants included
broadcasters, programmers, satellite operators,
cyber security specialists, and equipment vendors.

of Cybersecurity and Communications of the US
Department of Homeland Security closed the
morning. The common theme of discussion from
audience and panelists is that the broadcast industry continues to be a high-profile target.

Following lunch by our generous sponsors, Intelsat
and Eutelsat, we continued with a panel focused on
piracy moderated by Tom Gibbon, NHK. Broadcasters and programmers continue to battle the
unauthorized theft of channels and content. Panelists discussed prevention, counteraction, and watermarking, especially
with the rapidly
growing OTT delivery.
The
“Spectrum Matters”
panel
followed,
moderated by Elena
Puigrefagut, EBU,
with panelists representing broadcasters and mobile interests. The discussion was lively as
we continue to
compete and share
spectrum.
WBU-IMCG Future of IP in Satellites Panel

The forum was
opened
with
remarks
from
Sam Matheny,
EVP & CTO,
NAB, and our
gracious
host
for the forum.
The
remarks
were very captivating
and
pointed to the
revolution our
industry is undergoing
and
the rapid pace of
change. There
are opportunities and threats,
and Sam colormoderated by WBU-IMCG Chair John Ball, Turner
fully addressed
We closed the day
how the broadwith moderator Jeff
cast industry will thrive.
Young, NHK, and panelists from Fox, Viacom,
EBU, and CBS focusing on "New Trends in Global
We focused the first half of Day one of the forum
Network Design for Video Transport". Overon Cyber Security and Piracy. The first panel was
whelmingly, the move to an IP-based workflow in
"What Happened and What Was Learned", moderthe broadcast infrastructure led the discussion. The
ated by Kelly Williams, NAB, and panelist experts
industry faces several challenges including stanin security. This was followed by a panel moderdards, implementation, and workforce training.
ated by John Lee, Fox, and experts responsible for
leading their organization’s efforts with the chalA wonderful evening reception (provided by NHK
lenges of Cyber Security issues that face the indusat the Law Office of Gibbon, Young & Hitchcock)
try. Remarks by Helen Jackson, Section Chief of
was a well-received social event with a large turnIndustry Engagement and Resilience in the Office
out.
Continued on Next Page...
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We opened Day Two with a status update
on the HEVC Interoperability Test Program by Tom Gibbon, NHK. Tom continues to lead this important body of work to
recruit encoding manufacturers to participate with the secured neutral testing host,
Intelsat. In parallel, he established an advisory group from our broadcaster member
delegates for insight and to define results’
objectives.
The panel sessions theme for Day Two
focused on IP, leading off with "Mobile IP
Standardization", moderated by Phil
Schoene, PBS. Panelist representation
from Dejero, Sony Electronics, and LTN
discussed the move to open standards for
mobile IP as this sector evolves. The challenges are protecting proprietary systems'
intellectual property while contributing to
an open standard. This is an ideal body of
work to collaborate on with the EBU in the
near future.
We were very pleased to have a special
speaker from Facebook, Jason White, who
leads Media Partnership. He remarked
how the broadcast industry and social media are aligning and working together.
This was followed by a lively panel,
"Convergence of Social Media and Broadcasting", moderated by Rajini Vaidyanathan, BBC News. The discussion ranged
from hard-hitting social media to colorful
entertainment quips from the panelists and
audience.
Lunch provided by our generous sponsors,
Arqiva and Dejero, provided an opportunity to socialize, network, and gain feedback on the forum.

We continued the IP theme after lunch
with the panel topic "Future of IP in Satellites", moderated by yours truly and featuring panelists from Asiasat, Eutelsat, Intelsat, and SES. Discussions included migration of IP format transmission, and the
future of how GEO, MEO, and LEO satellites could operate collectively together.

The feedback over the two
days to Vice-Chairs
Kazimir Bacic and Joe
Shimizu, Anh Ngo and Michael McEwen at NABA,
and myself was very positive and encouraging, notably that IMCG continues
to be an important WBU
Committee.
Lynn Claudy, NAB, led an ATSC 3.0 Update featuring panelists Jerry Fritz, Sinclair Broadcast Group, and Eric Wolf,
PBS. It was an informative update on how
the spectrum is undergoing migration, and
the advance capabilities that will come
with ATSC 3.0, including encouraging
mobile device manufacturers to adopt
chipsets with broadcast reception capability.
Next was Simon Fell, EBU, presenting the
EBU Flow Multi-CDN Pilot Project. The

benefit of common central approach for
EBU broadcast members to service multiple CDNs is an improvement of operational workflow and cost efficiencies.
There are future plans to offer this approach to the commercial sector of the
industry.
The final panel session, "Cloud Infrastructure – Evolution of Broadcast Industry",
was moderated by Martin Turner, Full
Frame Technology, and included panelists
from broadcast networks, technology and
cloud service providers. Informative discussions concerning the use of Cloud, both
private and public, and the promises and
challenges were held. Cloud has quickly
gone from emerging to a must-have implementation. There are many benefits to
adapting workflows and delivery, but caution needs to be exercised in the IP world
due to risks and vulnerability.
We closed the forum announcing that location and dates for the next WBU-IMCG
forum are being explored and will be communicated shortly. The feedback over the
two days to Vice-Chairs Kazimir Bacic
and Joe Shimizu, Anh Ngo and Michael
McEwen at NABA, and myself was very
positive and encouraging, notably that
IMCG continues to be an important WBU
Committee. The forum success is due to
the aforementioned, with special thanks to
Tom Gibbon and Jeff Young, the planning
team, and NAB, our gracious host. Without question, a tremendous thanks goes to
Anh Ngo for all the organization, from the
planning calls to the logistics involved. ∎

WBU-IMCG Panels
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At the end of June, I met
with my counterparts (the
Secretaries/Directo rs General) of the other broadcast unions at
the end of the EBU’s General Assembly in
Dublin. We reviewed the work of the already mentioned WBU Committees above,
as well as the Broadcaster Treaty Working
Group and the Sports Committee. It was a
productive day of sharing our initiatives,
challenges and successes, including media
over IP, cyber security issues and obtaining better legal protection for our broadcast signals on all platforms.

Director-General’s Report

Michael McEwen, NABA
Well here we are
in the “dog
days” of summer, and yet the
NABA engine
room continues
to hum along.
Like most summers in recent
times, it’s been busy as my report reflects.

As you read in the cover story by John
Ball in this issue of NABAcaster, the
World Broadcasting Unions’ International
Media Connectivity Group (WBU-IMCG)
met in Washington, DC at the beginning of
June, hosted by our NAB colleagues. It
was a good couple of days of examining
international program collection and distribution as broadcasters move into the IP
world.
In mid-June, the WBU Technical Committee (WBU-TC) met in Stuttgart, Germany
and one of the major takeaways was the
formation of a WBU-TC Cyber Security
Sub-Committee to coordinate the work
that is being done in North America,
Europe, and parts of Asia on cyber security requirements for broadcasters. We all
have spent a considerable effort over the
past few years on cyber governance, hygiene and broadcaster requirements for
suppliers of equipment and software. It is
important to harmonize these efforts so
that we can create a global template of best
practices and supplier requirements.
John Lee, NABA’s TC Chair, is also ViceChair of the WBU-TC and has taken the
lead with the WBU-TC Cyber SubCommittee. He is also leading a renewal of
NABA’s Cyber Security Sub-Committee.
The first step in that renewal is to work
with the European Broadcasting Union
(EBU) cyber committee to harmonize our
supplier requirements. We hope to make
progress in time for the IBC in midSeptember, where we will have another
opportunity to discuss cyber security with
a global audience at a C-Tech Forum on
cyber security on September 15th. If you’re
planning to attend the IBC and this subject
interests you, you should go to the IBC
website and look at the agenda for the forum.

The Director-General of the EBU, Ingrid
Deltenre, is leaving the EBU this summer
after seven years of service in that role.
She has become a good friend and colleague. I wish her well in her future role as
a Director on the Board of a Swiss-based
bank. She’ll be missed by us all. Her replacement is Noel Curran, the former Director-General of Radio Television of Ireland (RTÉ). I look forward to working
with Noel as he joins our small band of
executives who manage international
broadcast associations.
Readers will see an article in this newsletter by Thomas Bause Mason, who led our
MoIP working group and produced a report on that work along with requirements
that broadcasters will expect from suppliers as our production and network/station
facilities move to an IP base. From that
work, we plan to hold a MoIP workshop in
partnership with the Alliance for IP Media
Solutions (AIMS), the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers
(SMPTE), and Video Services Forum
(VSF) in New York on October 16th,
hosted by NBCUniversal at 30 Rockefeller
Plaza.
The focus of the workshop will be on the
“user” experience to date and what we can
expect in the future. MoIP is moving to the
top of everyone’s agenda these days, and
getting broadcasters, IP specialists and
manufacturers to spend the day looking at
the challenges, experiences and future
needs of our industry should contribute to
a better understanding of the challenges
and better solutions.
While we are looking forward a few
months, I note that ATSC 3.0 will be moving to the implementation stage later this

year. To that end, NABA, Samsung and
the NAB went to a CITEL gathering in
Orlando, Florida late in June and demonstrated the benefits of this new transmission technology, including Ultra High
Definition, mobility, and IP. Winston
Caldwell from Fox has written a very useful report which is in this issue, and I
thank Winston and Louis Libin (Sinclair)
for their leadership on this project. And
special thanks to the NAB and Samsung
for their demo work. I find it hard to believe that so many regulators from North
and South America and the Caribbean (and
in fact, the rest of the world) don’t appreciate that this technology is about to be
launched, and also the benefits it can bring
regardless of what stage one is at in the
digital transition.
The Resilience & Risk Committee (RRC),
the Legal Committee (LC) and the Radio
Committee (RC) have all met over the
summer. The RRC spent some time clarifying the roles of their sub-committees on
resiliency, live remote risks, and facility
and studio risks. These are not necessarily
high-profile issues, but in times of emergency, whether it’s natural or man-made, it
becomes the number one priority for
broadcasters to have secure facilities that
can serve their viewers and listeners with
vital information. The RRC also liaises
with the cyber security group and the news
operations people. Important work which
sometimes goes under the radar!
The Radio Committee is also reviewing its
work plan. With the recent completion of
the position paper on HD Radio and most
of the informational and infrastructure
work completed on activated FM chips in
smartphones, the committee feels that this
work should continue as needed but as part
of a larger effort focused on Next Generation Radio, including the future of the incar dashboard, hybrid radio, streaming and
apps. Makes sense, as all media is moving
in that direction.
The Legal Committee is getting ready for
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) General Assembly the first
week of October. This is important to us
since decisions affecting our efforts to
achieve a Diplomatic Conference on a new
Broadcaster Treaty are likely to be made.
Continued on Next Page...
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Readers will know this has been a project
spanning many years of effort, but it is
now more urgent than ever. We need a
global set of legal tools to protect our signals on any platform in the digital IP age.
While it may be exaggerated, a recent report suggests that up to 90 million viewers
pirated the first show in the HBO series
Game of Thrones. That is a big-time revenue loss for HBO, especially if you multiply that figure many times when you look
at broadcast, cable, satellite and internet
delivery that creates a global business for
many of our members. We will be at
WIPO, along with our colleagues from the
other unions, to lobby for a Diplomatic
Conference that will create the tools we
need.
At the end of this month, our Technical
Committee will meet in Toronto at Bell
Media to review a whole list of important
items, many of which we have already
mentioned. I think central to their discussion will be the implementation of ATSC

3.0 and how all the pieces of Next Generation Television fit in to that transition. This
will not be a government mandated transition as the last one to digital HD was, but
rather a market-driven transition where the
consumer is going to want to see the benefit of spending the money to upgrade. Interesting times!

fund is a best practice that should be replicated in Canada and Mexico. To date we
have had no response. Must be summer?

Add in the recent impact of the incentive
auction in the U.S., which harvested a lot
of broadcaster spectrum for telecom use,
and the plot just got more complicated.
The costs and disruption associated with
making the transition to new spectrum
assignments for over 1,000 U.S. stations
and those affected border stations in Canada and Mexico make the challenges all
that much greater. At least in the U.S.
there is a fund to help those stations affected - that is not the case as of yet in
Canada and Mexico, resulting in what we
feel is an unfair financial burden. NABA
has written to all three North American
administrations suggesting that the U.S.

Finally, our Board of Directors will gather
in Mexico City for a Board meeting September 6th, hosted by TV Azteca. The
Board’s agenda is made up of many of the
items noted above, where they will review
the work to date and provide direction as
required. It is also a time where our Board
can strategically assess where we are on
some of these issues and what action
should be taken to meet our tactical interests.

The TC will also review where we are
with work on common metadata for file
formats and discuss implementation of the
specifications by our members.

So, as you can see, it is a busy summer as
we get ready for an even busier fall. I hope
your summer is going well and you are
getting some down time. ∎

After months of lobbying effort from CIRT, Mexico first to
enact a law to give free access to FM on Smartphones
Ernesto Reyes, CIRT
The National Chamber of Radio and Television Industry (CIRT) of Mexico has
been working with the Federal Institute of
Telecommunications (IFT), to create
and update different Technical Dispositions and Guidelines regarding issues that are in the interest of the
Radio and TV Industry, such as the
FM Chip.
For CIRT and its affiliates, the possibility that smartphones can tune in
radio programming without consumption of internet data has been a
critical issue, especially considering
the number of cellphone devices and
smartphones with a FM Chip installed in Mexico, and that radio and TV
are necessary to provide assistance to the
population in the eventuality of disasters
and emergencies. Therefore, in January
2016, the IFT formally raised the need for
a provision that facilitates users tuning of
frequencies in various personal devices of
generalized consumption.

In Mexico, most smartphones feature an
internal receiver of broadcast (the FM
chip), integrated at the factory. To play
this signal, the mobile phone company’s
manufacturers must activate the receiver.

Once activated, the devices may receive
signals of FM stations directly from the air
without using internet data.
Xperi, the global broadcast radio company
that developed HD Radio technology and
FM Plus, conducted a market study in

Mexico in 2016. This study included both
carrier and traditional retail outlets, such
as Telcel, AT&T, Movistar, as well as
stores such as Walmart Coppel, Oxxo and
7-Eleven. The findings of the study were
shared with CIRT and reported that
of the 343 smartphones reviewed,
314 were equipped with activated
FM Chips and only 29 high-end
models did not have FM functionality.
After months of lobbying effort
from CIRT, on April 27th the plenary session of the IFT issued Technical Disposition IFT-011-2017:
‘Specifications of the mobile terminal equipment that can use the radioelectric spectrum and can be
connected to public telecommunications networks. Identifier of the International Mobile Station Equipment Identity
(IMEI) and FM Receiver functionality.’ It
was published in the Mexican Official
Journal.
Continued on Next Page...
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The specific paragraph about the activation of the FM chip is the following:

In the event the Mobile
Terminal Equipment has
all the components that
allow to offer the functionality of FM radio receiver
since its manufacture, it
must be enabled and activated for the user, in such
a way that there is no type

of blockage or restriction
for its operation.
The Technical Dispositions are instruments of general observance issued by the
IFT, which regulate the characteristics and
operation of telecommunications and
broadcasting products and services.
Estimates foresee 59.8 million smartphone
users in Mexico this year. The new rule
will give these users free radio access directly from their smartphones.

CIRT welcomes this important step in the
regulatory framework as a benefit to the
audience, since radio is a public service of
general interest that is essential to keep the
population connected.
In cases of emergencies or natural disasters, mobile networks may stop working
altogether. Under these circumstances, FM
Radio Chip-enabled smartphones would
allow the government to broadcast potentially life-saving emergency alerts to be
received by users/citizens, as a benefit to
all. ∎

The Next Generation TV System Demonstration at CITEL PCC.II
Winston Caldwell, Fox Networks Group
The 29th meeting of the Organization of
American States Inter-American Telecommunication Commission (CITEL) Permanent Consultative Committee II (PCC.II):
Radiocommunications occurred from
Monday June 26th to Thursday June 29th,
2017 in Orlando, Florida. This was the
third CITEL PCC.II meeting of the current
World Radio Conference 2019 (WRC-19)
cycle, where Region 2 Administrations are
in the early
process
of
working
together to develop harmonized
InterAmerican Proposals for the
pre-determined
conference
Agenda Items
(AIs).
While
there are not
WRC-19 AIs
on the use of
the frequency
bands typically
used by the
broadcasting
industry as concerning as those during the
WRC-15 cycle, major developments in the
broadcasting industry have occurred.
These developments include a next generation television (TV) system has been
developed by the Advanced Television
Systems Committee Task Group 3 (ATSC
3.0), a regulatory proceeding at the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) to
grant United States broadcasters the au-

thority to begin using ATSC 3.0 by the
end of 2017. South Korean broadcasters
have already begun deploying ATSC 3.0
in the Seoul market in preparation for the
2018 Winter Olympics, and major TV
manufacturers have released ATSC 3.0
implementations in consumer devices. In
addition to these developments, significant
changes are occurring to the ultra-high
frequency 600 MHz band in North America with the Incentive Auction and a substantial number of Region 2 countries are

Figure 1. NABA CITEL Demo

actively working to transition their analog
TV system and services to digital TV.
The North American Broadcasters Association (NABA) agreed to continue to participate in this CITEL PCC.II and, in addition, to set up and run a Next Generation
TV System demonstration throughout the
conference duration. NABA partnered
with the National Association of Broad-

casters (NAB) and with Samsung to reserve floor space in the hallway of the
conference, provide the necessary equipment, set up and configure, and guide
delegates through tours of the demo. Signage, banners, and a one-page handout describing in both English and Spanish the
background of Next Gen TV was also provided by Pearl TV for the demo. A picture
of the demo is provided in Figure 1.
The demo was comprised of two parts.
The
demo
that was set
up on the
table on the
left (as seen
in Figure 1)
was assembled
using
equipment
provided by
Samsung.
Samsung
provided
a
65” quantumdot-based
light-emitting
d i o d e
(QLED) TV,
along with its
paired expansion unit that houses much of
the TV functionality. Samsung had captured a broadcast from Munhwa BroadBroadcasting Corporation (MBC) in South
Korea. The captured broadcast represented ATSC 3.0 services and included
both an ultra-high definition 4K service
and a high definition service multiplexed
in one 6 mega-hertz TV channel.
Continued on Next Page...
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The purpose of the Samsung portion of the
demo was to show the increased efficiency
made available by the ATSC 3.0 system
and to show the improved picture quality
made available by the 4K broadcast working together with the Samsung QLED TV.
The Samsung demo included the functionality of an advanced electronic service
guide (ESG) that could be selected by a
user. The ESG showed the two broadcast
services on a scheduled timeline and could
be selected for full-screen viewing by the
user. A service could also be highlighted
and set to record using digital video recorder (DVR) functionality. Another significant enhancement of the advanced
ESG is that it can be configured to include
services that may be available over broadband along with the services available over
broadcast.
The demo that was set up on the righthand table was made available by the
NAB Labs PILOT group. This demo focused on the ATSC 3.0 interactive capabilities at the application layer. The PILOT demo included a pair of 55” TVs
operating in conjunction with their own
individual set top boxes that PILOT has
developed.
The PILOT demo was used to show many
different potential interactive use cases. It
showed uses that take advantage of the
World Wide Web Consortium compliant
functionality of the ATSC 3.0 environment
where broadcaster-supplied applications
could be used to reveal interactive enhancements while watching broadcastersupplied programs, like making weather
conditions available, closest store direc-

tions where the product in the current advertisement could be purchased, and advanced warning information and maps in
the event of an emergency. The PILOT
demo also showed uses for targeting advertising, where one TV would show an
advertisement while the other TV would
show a different advertisement as determined by the personalization settings for
the viewer of each TV. Another use case
was a multi-view example where the primary view could be provided by the overthe-air broadcast while several other views
could be made available over broadband.
The different views were shown to be integrated and synchronized at the ATSC 3.0
hybrid core in the device and presented to
the user as a mosaic. The user could then
select a view for full-screen viewing.
The NABA Next Gen TV demo was the
only one at the CITEL PCC.II conference.
The demo was available to be experienced
throughout all four days of the conference.
By the time the conference had ended,
regulatory representatives from most, if
not all, of the Region 2 Administrations
that were present at the conference visited
the NABA demo area and were shown
various Next Gen TV functionalities and
capabilities. Some of the Administrations
that visited the demo included Canada, the
United States, Mexico, the Dominican
Republic, the Bahamas, Suriname, Jamaica, Trinidad & Tobago, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, and Peru. Many industry
representatives also spent the time to experience the demo.
Most of the conference attendees knew
very little of ATSC 3.0. Many of those

that were aware of ATSC 3.0, especially
from the Region 2 Administrations involved in an analog to digital TV transition, were under the impression that the
standard was not near completion. These
were the representatives that were most
surprised to learn that ATSC 3.0 had already been deployed by South Korean
broadcasters, that ATSC 3.0 TV sets were
already being sold in that market by major
consumer electronics manufacturers, like
Samsung, and that the FCC is actively
working to grant U.S. broadcasters the
authority to use ATSC 3.0. The feedback
that was received was very positive. Overall, the attendees that experienced the
demo were impressed with the demo, the
progress of the development, the support
of the industry, and the future enhancements and capabilities of the new Next
Gen TV System. The NABA demonstration served as an introduction of ATSC 3.0
to Region 2, as well as a showcase for
innovation in the broadcasting service. ∎
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dotRadio Launches August 23, 2017
Jenn Hadfield, NABA
A new radio initiative, which began with
the EBU but is supported by all the broadcast unions and has been shared with the
NABA-RC, as well as the NAB, CAB,
and CIRT, is the dotRadio (.radio) web
domain registration.
The new domain will be for radio broadcasting companies, internet radio stations,
individual radio employees, radio vendor

companies, and amateurs. The World
dio Advisory Board (managed by
EBU) will handle the administrative
of who can have access to this new
main (a complicated task, for sure).

Rathe
end
do-

The launch phase is coming soon, starting
August 23rd, 2017 and running through
October 31st. During this initial phase, the
dotRadio team will work carefully with
applicants in the case of more than one
group asking to register the same website

domain name (e.g., www.hit.radio).
Radio services already in existence will
take priority over new ventures in this
scenario, and the dotRadio team will provide negotiation, if needed. Once the initial launch phase is done at the end of October, the dotRadio assignments will then
switch to a first-come, first-served process, so time is of the essence. Get all of the
information at www.nic.radio. ∎
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NABA-TC MoIP Sub-Committee Next Steps
Thomas Bause Mason,
Open Media Consulting
North American broadcasters are facing
the challenging task to transition from
traditional Serial Digital Interface (SDI)
infrastructure to IP-based networks. At the
same time, they hope to move from specialized hardware to commodity
“Commercial off the Shelf” (COTS)
equipment with software-only applications. These two steps are seen as a precursor to virtualization and the move to onpremise or off-premise cloud infrastructure. Media organizations hope that this
move will increase scalability, flexibility,
agility, accessibility, and security. It may
also decrease costs and increase security,
but that is debatable.

NABA-TC MoIP SC conducted a NABAmember survey to get an understanding on
current implementation of MoIP, technology used, infrastructure, and areas NABA
can help more efficiently. The graphic
below shows some key take-aways.
The research and discussion during drafting of the report, as well as the survey
responses, showed that most broadcasters
in North America have experience with
MoIP either through POCs or deployments
in media labs. There is also some deployment of MoIP in OB trucks and for monitoring purposes, but no large-scale implementation of MoIP infrastructure for live
production was reported. These deployments are mostly replacing a traditional
video router with a centralized IP switch

The report also details some pain points.
The lack of standards in some areas, like
flow management and device control,
raises some concerns. The availability of
equipment supporting current MoIP standards and specifications is a problem. Furthermore, the transition to IP (and therefore IT technology) is a challenge for current staff, and broadcasters are looking for
ways to train or hire hybrid IT/broadcast
engineers and operators.

To avoid working in a silo, the NABA-TC
MoIP SC reached out to many industry
organizations involved in development of
MoIP standards and specifications. This
helped to get a better understanding on
what is happening in the industry today,
and future developments. It also made
those organiTo support North
zations aware
American broadof the NABA
casters in this tranMoIP
work
sition, the North
and lead to
American Broadsub missio ns
casters Association
for the report.
(NABA),
which
NABA is comrepresents broadmitted to supcasters from Mexport harmoniico, the US and
zation of MoIP
Canada, established
technology
the Media over IP
throughout the
(MoIP)
Subbroadcast inCommittee (SC)
dustry.
For
Recommendations of the NABA-TC MoIP Sub-Committee
under the NABA
that
reason,
Technical Committee (TC). Its scope is to
representing a simple network topology. It
NABA joined the JT-NM (Joint Task force
investigate all aspects of MoIP for “Live”
is expected that early adopters will implefor Network Media) to participate in its
infrastructure within a broadcast facility,
ment large-scale MoIP infrastructure with
efforts to harmonize MoIP work done in
between broadcast facilities, and between
more sophisticated network topologies
various industry organizations.
broadcast facilities and remote locations
during 2017/2018. These will most likely
like news or sports events. The focus is on
be implemented by using Software DeThe NABA MoIP report details some recOSI (Open Systems Interconnection) layer
fined Networking (SDN) systems.
ommendations for the NABA TC. Broad3 (IP or Internet Protocol) and above. Incasters are looking for a minimal set of
frastructure of content aggregators and
The current deployments use mostly the
standards to avoid interoperability issues,
consumer distribution are left out of the
SMPTE ST2022 standard or ASPEN for
simplify infrastructure design and to rediscussion.
transport of uncompressed video and the
duce equipment costs. This minimal set of
AES67 standard for transport of audio.
standards should be verified in interoperaAfter a year of work and dozens of meetThat said, North American broadcasters
bility testing and public demonstrations.
ings, the NABA-TC MoIP SC submitted a
are hoping to adopt the SMPTE ST2110
At the same time, broadcasters are looking
report to the NABA Technical Committee.
standard for transport of professional mefor standard parameter sets which will
This report includes motivations for broaddia over managed IP networks once it is
enable easy deployment of MoIP. Examcasters to move to IP infrastructure, educapublished. North American broadcasters
ples are recommended settings for comtional information about the state of the
also see some need for video compression
pression system, Quality of Service (QoS)
industry, organizational changes, as well
in the future, especially when new highermarkers, traffic shaping, etc. It is also
as conclusions on how to move forward.
resolution/higher-frame-rate image forTo support the drafting of the report, the
mats are adopted.
Continued on Next Page...
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recommended to help develop operating
points and profile/level sets to give users
of MoIP equipment guidance on what image formats are supported on a certain
MoIP system. This will help to build an
efficient and scalable infrastructure.
The NABA-TC MoIP SC also discussed
SDN, virtualization, and cloud infrastructure. The group collected feedback on how
important this topic
is for broadcasters
and is recommending a discussion
within NABA to
cover this topic.
Development
of
open standards for
MoIP is a key for
the successful, efficient and cost effective implementation
of MoIP infrastructure. The NABA-TC
MoIP SC therefore recommends that
NABA stay involved in standardization
efforts and be part of interoperability tests
as well as technology demonstrations.
While this can’t be done directly in
NABA, it is important to support other
organizations which are already heavily
involved in this kind of testing.
The NABA-TC MoIP SC also drafted
some consensus decisions to signal its
intent to adopt certain technologies. There
is a commitment among North American
broadcasters to use the SMPTE ST2059
standard for synchronization in broadcast
IP infrastructure. There is also commitment to support the adoption of AMWA
NMOS and with it the AMWA SDN API
for flow management. The AMWA effort

is the most promising approach to flow
management and North American broadcasters hope to see its broad adoption in
equipment soon. Lastly, there is consensus
among North American broadcasters that
supporting the JT-NM effort, which is
acting as a clearing house for the work in
various industry organization, is an important step to insure harmonization of MoIP
technology across the industry.

Goals of the NABA MoIP Workshop

The next step for the NABA-TC MoIP SC
is to support North American broadcasters
in their quest to improve the MoIP knowledge among staff members through education.
The lack of IT experience among broadcast engineers and operators is a challenge
for the design and maintenance of IP infrastructure in broadcast facilities. It represents a security issue if lack of IT knowledge makes broadcast infrastructure vulnerable to cyber-attacks.
To support North American broadcasters
in this educational effort, NABA will conduct a user focused, day long MoIP Implementers Workshop at NBCUniversal in
New York on the 16th of October 2017

before NAB East. This workshop will provide broadcasters with a background on
MoIP work going on in the industry and in
standards organizations, provide educational resources and guidance on how to
train or hire hybrid IT/Broadcast staff,
give background on relevant technology
and gather feedback for additional educational workshops. It is planned to feature
real-life user implementations of MoIP
infrastructure and
give feedback on
challenges experienced as well as
lessons
learned.
This will be contrasted with feedback from vendors
involved in the
same projects. Panels and Q&A sessions will allow
workshop attendees
to get first hand feedback. The workshop will also facilitate a roadmap discussion and a conversation about areas of
agreement and possible consensus decisions.
NABA will not conduct this workshop in
isolation. It is collaborating with the Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS), Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) and Video Service Forum
(VSF) for a more comprehensive agenda,
to share a broad range of expertise and for
a broader outreach to possible attendees.
Stay tuned for future announcements with
more details about the workshop program.
∎
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Anh Ngo - NABA’s Longest Serving Employee
Michael McEwen, NABA
August 28th is a very special day for Anh
Ngo; it’s her 20th anniversary as a NABA
employee and, as she likes to remind us
(with some glee), she is NABA’s longest
serving one.

Technical Committee and the WBU Secretaries/Directors General. She works very
closely with the NABA Director-General
in managing these responsibilities.

Anh’s journey is quite remarkable. Her
parents emigrated from Vietnam to Canada in 1980 and were part of that large
immigration bubble of “Boat People.”
While the majority part of her immediate
family went to the U.S., mostly to California, Anh was only six years old when she
came to Canada, her family spending the
first few years in Rouyn-Noranda, a fairly
remote Northern Quebec community before moving on to Toronto to reunite with
more family members.
Anh graduated from McMaster University
in Hamilton (just outside of Toronto) in
1997, with a B.A. in Economics and a minor in Spanish. Remarkably, Anh is fluent
in English, French, Spanish and uses a
mixture with her family of Cantonese and
Vietnamese. Armed with these skills, she
joined NANBA (the association’s name at
the time) right after university.

She demonstrates a great commitment to
our work, an example being the International Satellite Operations Group (the forerunner to IMCG), which was led for many
years by Dick Tauber from CNN (now
retired). She has worked tirelessly over the
past three years to ensure the transition
from ISOG to IMCG was transparent,
seamless and responsive to all the stakeholders in a multi-platform world.

Anh Ngo - Then
2002

It was a time of real change for NANBA
as it moved its office from Ottawa to the
CBC/Radio-Canada Broadcast Centre in
Toronto, where we still reside. NANBA
also expanded from a small part-time staff
to a full-time professional one, and Anh
was part of that change led by the then
Secretary-General, Bill Roberts. The
NANBA membership grew, as did the
agenda, particularly with the management
of the World Broadcasting Unions (WBU),
which was headquartered with NANBA.
The current NABA name was changed in
1999.
Anh’s role grew quickly from one of business development and assisting the work
of others, to managing committees. This
further evolved into her present role as
Director of Administration, where she
oversees the budgets for both NABA and
the WBU, office administration, and also
retains a working responsibility for the
NABA Board of Directors and Technical
Committee, the WBU International Media
Connectivity Group (IMCG), the WBU

lot about the broadcasting business and the
importance of serving the members with
excellence while realizing tangible benefits for the resources they make available
for NABA’s work. This is an ethos she
carries with her every day and I can say
with honesty that she makes a penny
squeak before it goes out the door (and
makes sure that I make it squeak as well).

Anh Ngo - Now
2016

I first met Anh when I came to NABA as
Secretary-General in 2001. I was impressed by her energy, passion for the
work and a curiosity about all things. This
was a time when NABA also had an Executive Director, and Anh had great mentorship from both Marnie de Kerckhove
and Carol Darling, who both taught her a

I left NABA in 2005 and returned as Director-General in 2012. To my great delight I found out that Anh was now Director of Administration and, to my horror,
also found out she was on maternity leave
and we wouldn’t have her talents back
with us for another nine months after the
birth of her second child, Jasper (younger
brother to Chloe, and son to Anh’s husband, Chris Dacey). Anh is also passionate
about cooking, and after many classes recently finished her culinary arts certificate
from George Brown College (which the
NABA office benefited from many times
when Anh would bring in her class projects).
Together we have done a lot over the years
(particularly in the last five) where she has
been my confident, advisor, and sometimes the pointy end of the spear as we
have worked to expand our services,
agenda and membership to create the relevance that our membership wants and expects. She also is a mentor to Jenn Hadfield and Ashley Lloyd Spanton, and previously Jason Paris, who share these views
about their NABA colleague and friend.
So, here’s to Anh on her 20th anniversary,
with our respect and good wishes.
Hugs from us all and Anh, here’s to your
next 20! ∎
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NABA BABIES!
NABA has two tiny new members.
Congratulations to Gerardo Munoz de Cote (NABA-LC Chair) on the
birth of his daughter Marcela on March 15 th, and to Julie McCambley
(NABA-RC Chair) on the birth of her daughter Sofia on March 31 st.
We wish you both all the luck - and lots of sleep - on this
exciting journey! ∎

Sofia & Julie

Marcela

Looking Ahead - Key Dates & Upcoming Events
Date

Event

Location

Aug. 21-24

CBU 48th Annual General Assembly

Nassau, The Bahamas

Aug. 23

NABA Legal Committee (LC) Meeting

[Teleconference]

Aug. 30

NABA Technical Committee (TC) In-Person Meeting

Bell Media, Toronto, ON

Sept. 5-8

Radio Show produced by NAB & RAB

Austin, Texas

Sept. 6

NABA Board of Directors (BoD) In-Person Meeting

TV Azteca, Mexico City

Sept. 14-18

International Broadcasting Convention (IBC) 2017

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Sept. 17

WBU-Technical Committee (TC) Informal Meeting during IBC

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Sept. 19

NABA Radio Committee (RC) Meeting

[Teleconference]

Sept. 20-23

SMPTE Engineering Block Meetings

Isleworth, Middlesex, UK

Sept. 20

EBU Executive Board Meeting

Brussels, Belgium

Sept. 25-28

ATSC F2F Meeting

San Diego, California

Sept. 28

ATSC Board of Directors (BoD) F2F Meeting

San Diego, California

A complete list of upcoming events is available at: www.nabanet.com/nabaweb/calendar/calendar.asp
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